Autumn: 2019
History/Geography:

Literacy/Guided reading:

A local study – Lavenham.
Year 2 children will focus on how
houses and other buildings have
changed over time and link this
with learning on everyday
materials in science.
Year 3s will begin to look at the
wool trade and how this impacted
on the development of Lavenham.
We will look at maps on a local,
county and national scale.
Significant individuals – Elizabeth Garret Anderson,
Jane Taylor.

Major Glad, Major Dizzy
Focus on fiction - Year 2 – sequencing events to make
stories with a beginning, middle and end. Year 3 –
creating settings, characters and plot. To compose
and rehearse sentences, including dialogue building a
rich and varied vocabulary and a range of sentence
structures.
Poetry – recognising the features of a poem and
creating poetry based on an image.

We will be listening and reflecting on orchestral music.
Composing our own piece of music using voices and
instruments.

Year 2s will be learning about the uses of everyday
materials. They will find out more about the
properties of materials and how they are suited to
particular jobs.
Year 3s will be learning about sound and
investigating how it travels. They will also find out
more about animals including humans.

PE:
Games – tag rugby
Gym – creates a sequence using up to 6 elements.
Extended within 2nd half of term to include use of
apparatus.
Dance – Dances from around the world.

Friends and relationships focussing on my
feelings, my body and my relationships.
Drugs, alcohol and tobacco including a learning
together workshop with parents.

Maths
•
•

Music: BBC ten pieces.

Science:

PSHE:

•

Computing:
Year 2 – we are storytellers – making
books. Year 3 We are co-authors –

making our own wiki page.
Year 2 – we are programmers.
Year 3 – we are bug fixers – develop
strategies for finding errors

Art:
• Painting – landscapes – Lavenham
• Textiles – weaving linked to wool
trade in Lavenham.

Place value – identify, represent and
estimate numbers to 1000 or 10,000
Addition of numbers within 10,000 and
subtraction of numbers within 1000
Worded problems involving addition and
subtraction.

French:
Bonjour! We will be developing our speaking
and listening skills focussing on greetings,
instruments and numbers 1-20.
Reading and writing short sentences – Les
animaux.
We will find out about gender, j’ai, je n’ai

RE:

Christianity - How do Christians
show that reconciliation with God and
other people is important?
Islam - How does a Muslim show
their submission and obedience to
Allah?

Spring 2020
Science:
Animals including humans.
Year 2s will look at life cycles of a range of
animals as well as finding out what animals
need to survive. They will find out more
about the need for exercise, a healthy diet
and hygiene.
Year 3s will find out about light, reflection
and shadow. They will investigate how light
travels and who and why shadows change.
Special Day –
the

Special Day –
British Values

environment

RE:
Christianity - Why are good stewardship and
generous giving important for every Christian?
Christianity Why is the cross more than a
symbol of sacrifice?

Geography/History:
The mysteries of Egypt
We will spend some time developing our
locational knowledge of the world’s
countries, focussing on environmental
regions, countries and major cities.
We will investigate the civilisation of the
Ancient Egyptians.
Literacy
Fiction – read books that are structured in different
ways. Find out about story themes and learn from the
structure, vocabulary and grammar.
Non-fiction – information texts about Ancient Egypt.

Poetry – recognising the features of a poem and
creating poetry based on an image.

Online safety including a learning
together workshop with parents.
Main focus – Health and prevention
of illness.
Mental health and wellbeing

Art:
Drawing – observational drawing –
Egyptian artefacts.
Printing – collagraph blocks

PE:
Gym – develop flexibility, strength,
technique, control and balance.
Games – play competitive games,
modifying where appropriate applying
basic tactics for attacking and defending.

Music:
To play beginner instrumental parts
looking at musical notation. Recorders and
glockenspiels

Maths:
2D and 3D shape
Angles
Perpendicular and parallel lines
Multiplying by 2,5 and 10 (year 2)
Multiplying by 6,7,8 and 9 (year 3)
Fractions
Solving word problems involving
multiplication and division

PSHE:

Computing
Y3 - We are presenters – shoot and edit live
video
Y2 - We are photographers Y3 -We are network engineers – understand
physical hardware connections.
Y2 – we are detectives

French:
Developing oracy, reading and writing.
Bon anniversaire – snacks, birthdays
months and foods.
Quelle heure est-il – time and short
phrases.
.
DT:
Design and make project – Textiles – sewing –
design and make a purse or bag to hold your
Egyptian treasures.

Summer: 2020
Geography and History
The Romans
We will be finding out about the
Romans, who they were, what they did
and what was the BIG NEWS in Pompeii.
We will also look at the geography of
volcanoes.
In geography we will find out about
Italy and compare it with the UK,
considering physical and human
geography.

Science:
Year 2 – Plants – we will be investigating how
plants grow and what they need in order to
grow.
Year 3 – We will be learning more about
living things and their habitats. They will also
do investigations leading up to completing
the Crest Science awards.

French:
Les Fetes! Festivals, presents and dates
En Mange – Food shopping and food likes
and dislikes.

Music:
To recognise different styles of music
and their indicators.

Art:

3D – clay coil pot
Painting – focus artist Georgia O’Keefe

DT:
. Healthy eating – making healthy pizzas (link to Italy!)

PSHE:
Physical health and fitness
Basic first aid
Friends and relationships – my
beliefs, my rights and
responsibilities and asking for help.

Shell structure -making a box to transport our pizza

PE:
Games – striking and fielding. Football skills
linked to the European Cup.
Athletics – running, jumping, throwing and
catching.

Maths
Area and perimeter
Length mass and volume
Solving word problems involving measure
Mental calculation
Time
Money
Data handling

Literacy –
Reports – Year 2 We will be finding out
about the features and organisation of nonchronological reports.
Explanations – year 3 – we will be finding
out about the features of explanation texts
and learning to organise paragraphs around
a theme. Linked to work on Romans.

Computing:
We are communicators – develop an understanding
of emails works.
We are opinion pollsters – designing surveys, using
data to make charts of results.

RE:
Special Project
– Tokyo and
the Olympics!

Special Day –
commemorating
75 years since
VE Day

Christianity - What do Christians mean
when they talk about the Kingdom of God?
Judaism -What symbols and stories help
Jewish people remember their covenant
with God?

